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Introduction
We are in the midst of a seismic shift in consumer behavior in relation to commerce, 
communication, and interaction. More than 5 billion people actively use chat apps, 
with the overwhelming majority using WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, or WeChat 
on a daily basis. A large—and growing—percentage of these users are also using 
chat to communicate and conduct financial transactions via these chat channels. 
They not only view chat apps as more convenient and easier to use than other 
alternatives; they trust that their financial and personal information is safe and 
secure.

The growth of the chat economy presents one of the most fertile commercial 
opportunities of the 21st century. Consumers spend 90 percent of their screen 
time on 5 mobile apps—with the most used chat app receiving the lion’s share of 
attention and mindshare.

Chat is one of few digital experiences that allows for personalization, instantaneous 
communication, convenience, high functionality, and a seamless customer 
experience. Chat takes the hassle out of emails, phone calls, live agents, and other 
high friction customer interactions. With the simplicity of a chat message, a query 
can be answered, a transaction processed, a problem solved.

The growth of the chat economy presents 
one of the most fertile commercial 
opportunities of the 21st century.

5,000,000,000  
people actively use chat apps

Majority use 
WhatsApp, Facebook 

Messenger, or 
WeChat

Consumers spend

90%
of their screen time on

5 mobile apps
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While many business verticals may still see chat as a tremendous potential market 
opportunity coming on the horizon; chat commerce is, in fact, already a very mature 
channel.

In China, more than 900 million people turn to WeChat for commerce every month. 
WeChat offers a fully functional chat commerce ecosystem with payments, 
authentication, and other features built into the chat platform.

WhatsApp has major initiatives ripening in India and has been deployed extensively 
in Africa (more to follow) and other markets to support its mammoth user base and 
Facebook is supporting market maturity for chat commerce solutions in Vietnam, 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, Mexico, and Brazil among others. Major 
regional chat apps including Line, Viber, Telegram, and Kakao are already testing or 
have deployed similar chat commerce capabilities.

People chat with businesses for a wide range of reasons. And with advancements 
in AI, bots, and smart automation, chat will soon become the preferred way we will 
interact and do business with the brands we love.

While many business verticals may still see 
chat as a tremendous potential market, chat 
commerce is already a very mature channel.
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The rise of chat as both a communications and financial processing channel has 
mirrored the growth of smart device ownership and usage. In 2020, 3.5 billion 
people—nearly half the global population—own a smart phone. And according to 
research conducted by Pew, nearly every American adult (96 percent) now owns a 
cellphone, Eighty-one percent of them are smart devices. 

Most Millennials and all of Gen Z worldwide have never experienced a world without 
smart devices—and chat as an integral platform for daily communication.

As smart devices have become engrained in daily life, they have gained considerable 
mindshare. Research from RescueTime found that people spend an average of 3.25 
hours on their phones every day, with the top 20 percent spending more than 4.5 
hours. To put these numbers into perspective, people are spending one-quarter of 
their 16 waking hours each day using a smart phone.

An increasing portion of this time is spent in messaging and chat apps.

96% Americans own a cellphone4.5+ hours a day

In 2020

3.5 billion
people own a smart phone
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Top Mobile Apps by Total Sessions Time
Worldwide data, May - July 2018*

Overall App Store Google Play

1 WhatsApp (85.21B hours) 1 Facebook (30.99B hours) 1 WhatsApp (59.27B hours)

2 WeChat 2 Twitter 2 Messenger

3 Facebook 3 Google Maps 3 WeChat

4 Messenger 4 Pandora 4 Facebook

5 Pandora 5 WhatsApp 5 Twitter

6 YouTube 6 YouTube 6 Instagram

7 Instagram 7 Instagram 7 Google Maps

8 Twitter 8 Messenger 8 Pandora

9 Google Maps 9 WeChat 9 Microsoft Outlook

10 Spotify 10 Snapchat 10 Netflix

Source: apptopia*Does not include data from third-party Android stores in China or other regions

In 2017, active monthly users of the four largest messaging apps surpassed the four largest social media apps.  
And in 2018, Forbes reported that during a three-month period (May—July) people spent more than 86 billion hours 
using WhatsApp. 
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Chat has become a mainstay of the mobile experience and a chief form of communication globally. 
Businesses are eager to capitalize on this important channel to improve customer engagement 
and response, strengthen brand loyalty, and generate revenue. 

Note: Big 4 messaging apps are WhatsApp, Messenger, WeChat, Viber.  
Big 4 social networks are Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn. 
Source: Companies, Apptopia, TechCrunch, BI Intelligence estimates, 2017.

Messaging Apps Have Surpassed Social Networks
Global monthly active users for the top 4 messaging apps and social networks, in millions
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Enter chat commerce.
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What is Chat Commerce?
Simply put, chat commerce turns chatting with customers into purchases. Chat 
commerce takes businesses’ services and payments to where their customers 
are the majority of their time—in chat apps. By engaging customers in their 
favorite chat apps, businesses can now offer their customers the choice to make 
purchases and conduct other financial transactions through their messaging 
channel of choice. Chat commerce enables companies to chat with their 
customers when, where, and with the same ease as they communicate with 
friends and family through a transaction that is as convenient and simple as Hi. 
Buy. Bye.

The genesis of chat commerce can be traced to innovations in China and Africa, 
where the overwhelming majority of the population is mobile-first and mobile-
always, creating an environment rooted in texting and mobile messaging. Banking 
in Africa has innovated around USSD (Unstructured Supplementary Service Data) 
and WhatsApp to drive transactions and to keep costs for small transactions low. 
United Bank for Africa utilizes chat banking to enable its customers to conduct 
transactions without forcing them to download an app and there are a growing 
number of major African banks that offer similar chat banking tools. Customers 
can transfer funds, check their balances, and complete other routine tasks on 
WhatsApp in less time than it takes many US-based banking apps to open.

chat com•merce /t∫æt kɒmɜː(r)s/ n. 
The utilization of chat communication with customers 
 resulting in purchases.

I would like to upgrade my 
streaming service.

Hi, I am Troy your friendly chatbot. 
How can I help you?

9:35 AM

9:35 AM   

Nice. When would you like the 
upgrade to take place?

9:35 AM   

Immediately. 9:35 AM

Your upgrade is complete. You’re 
now on the delux package.

9:35 AM   

2
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Today, chat and social media are central to the way all of us around the world 
communicate. To put our use of social media into perspective, Facebook reports 
that more than 80 percent of people globally message a business to ask about 
products and services. Facebook has written extensively about conversational 
commerce, similar to chat commerce, pointing to evidence that customers are now 
interacting with businesses via chat at a quickening pace and that customers who 
engage in chat communications—and transactions—with businesses spend more 
and intend to increase their use of chat for purchases in the future.

Chat commerce has exploded in popularity across the world because it is safe, 
effortless, and exceptionally convenient. Consumers have come to expect low-
friction, fast, and convenient interactions with businesses.  Unlike most other forms 
of communication (like in-person interactions and phone) chat is asynchronous—
meaning that chat threads can be read and responded to at any time.  This means 
that chat commercial interactions can transpire over time, allowing a consumer 
to inquire, consider, and purchase goods and services when desired and without 
needing to redo steps in the process.  

Chat commerce is also incredibly secure, relying on the encryption and anti-fraud 
capabilities of WhatsApp and other chat platforms. Through the linking of the chat 
app to a user’s mobile device through a unique number and a verification process, 
security breaches are dramatically minimized and user banking and personal 
information assured.

80%of people message businesses about  
     products and service
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Transact is Clickatell’s private, cloud-hosted payments and 
distribution platform. It enables large enterprise brands and 
financial institutions to offer mobile payments and distribute 
digital goods and services to their customers through the world’s 
most popular messaging and chat platforms.

Through this chat commerce tool, businesses can provide 
customers with instant purchases of mobile airtime, data, and 
digital TV subscriptions directly from a consumer’s bank account 
via multiple mobile channels. 

Airlines can provide seamless, secure solutions for seat upgrades 
and other flight add-ons. 

Public utilities, telecoms and other service providers can allow 
customers to pay bills through the convenience of their smart 
device messaging app. 

The list of ground-breaking use cases goes on. 

Purchase of digital products and services  
such as airtime, data, vouchers and 

 on-demand entertainment

Type a message here

07:28

7:28

Your subscription has been upgraded to 
premium. Visa card ending ***4567 will 
be debited on January 1. Have a good 
day! 7:28

Hi John. A premium subscription is 
$99. Would you like to upgrade from 
standard? 7:28

TODAY
Hi Emily, how can I help you?

7:28

7:28Yes, please.  

7:28Thanks  

Media USA
Online

Hi, please upgrade my subscription.  
7:28

Transact enbles large enterprise brands and

financial institutions to offer mobile payments

and distribute digital goods and services.
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Chat commerce boosts revenue through higher 
engagement

Brands have traditionally communicated and sold to 
their customers through brick and mortar stores, their 
own websites, affiliate websites or branded apps. Every 
organization welcomes the opportunity to expand sales 
channels and boost revenue. Chat commerce presents this 
promise: reach customers through the chat channels they 
prefer, provide the convenience of payments, queries, offers, 
and deals and support and ensure the experience is seamless, 
speedy and secure. 

Now customers can buy a streaming movie or sports event 
from their mobile service provider. Pre-buy an in-flight or on-
train meal while waiting in an airport or train station. Send 
flowers. Pay for lunch. All with chat.

©2020 Clickatell. All Rights Reserved.

Chat commerce presents this 
promise: reach customers through 
the chat channels they prefer.
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Poor customer experiences cost businesses more than  

$75 🙁😡😐 😒😡😠 😦😑😭
each year

Chat commerce improves customer experience

According to Forbes, poor customer experiences cost businesses more  
than $75 billion each year. Businesses can struggle to provide the positive, 
emotion-driven experiences that today’s consumers have come to expect 
as a benchmark for their business. They want personalization. They expect 
convenience and reliability. And they want the flexibility to ask questions 
and make transactions on their time, and without hiccups or hassle. 

Chat commerce is a better way to serve customers—reaching them 
through the convenience of chat and leaving them happy after a great 
brand experience.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/clickatell/
https://twitter.com/Clickatell
https://www.facebook.com/Clickatell/
http://clickatell.com
http://clickatell.com
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09:00 - 
18:00

Chat commerce streamlines business operations

Most of today’s most common support and service functions were designed 
and deployed before the digital age. Only 3 percent of customers enjoy using 
interactive voice response (IVR). How many people even enjoy the prospect of 
placing a call to resolve an issue, pay a bill or have a simple question answered? 
Estimates put the total costs to support the call center industry at $1.3 trillion. 
Companies can find more satisfying, streamlined approaches to solving problems. 

Chat commerce offers an immediate reduction in service and support spend 
and an investment in services that will improves business operations and brand  
loyalty. No longer do customers need to sit on indefinite holds, go through 
complicated IVR menus, and leave feeling that their time and energy is not valued. 

Estimates put the total costs to support the call center industry at

http://clickatell.com
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https://www.ibm.com/blogs/watson/2017/10/how-chatbots-reduce-customer-service-costs-by-30-percent/
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Digital Transformation and  
Chat Commerce
Digital transformation is a broad term that can mean many things to many people. 
At its core, digital transformation describes the way organizations are responding 
to and embracing the digital technologies that are shaping how companies improve 
efficiencies, grow revenue and deliver value to their employees, customers, and 
stakeholders. Digital transformation solutions solve real business challenges and 
provide opportunities to expand market share and revenue, deliver more complete 
and complementary customer experiences and add value across the organization.

Chat commerce presents a digital transformation opportunity on several fronts. 

Not only is it bridging the communications and customer experience gap between 
businesses and their customers, it is enabling a new channel for secure and scalable 
business transactions. Chat commerce utilizes proven and extremely popular 
behavioral constructs in messaging and chat apps and expands the definition 
of what customers might expect from the brands they know and trust. Where 
before they might do business through eCommerce portals, by phone or through 
a proprietary app, now they can engage and transact through the convenience 
and simplicity of chat and messaging. It’s a paradigm shift in how people perceive 
financial services and transactions.

dig• i•tal  trans• for• 
ma•tion /di-jə-tᵊl tran(t)
s-fər-ˈmā-shən/ 
The adoption of digital 
technology to transform 
businesses, through 
replacing manual processes 
or older digital technology 
with newer digital 
technology. 

3
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Chat is already playing a significant role in businesses’ digital transformation 
demands. As businesses work to get closer to their customers, chat will take on 
greater prominence as a communication and revenue generation opportunity. 

Oracle reports that 80 percent of companies have now adopted AI chatbots or 
have plans to do so by 2020. Most of these chatbots operate in the limited world 
of webchat—with conversations happening on laptops, not smart phones. As the 
digital transformation around chat continues to evolve and becomes richer, chat 
channels like WhatsApp will deliver the convenience of chat and chatbots to the 
always available mobile device.

Gartner has predicted that by 2020 the average person will have more conversations 
with bots than with their spouse. By any measure, the age of chat is well underway 
an customers now consider chat conventions to be a norm as part of their 
communication and interactions with businesses.

Chat communications—especially using chat apps—is the preferred communica-
tion path for billions of people all over the world. Roughly 2.5 billion people, more 
than one-third of the world’s population, access the internet through smartphones. 
A growing majority of these people use at least one chat app.

Chat will take on 
greater prominence as 
a communication and 
revenue generation 
opportunity.

percent of companies have now adopted AI 
chatbots or have plans to do so by 2020.80%

the average person will have more conversations 
with bots than with their spouse.2020

by
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As we see, chat is a force in global communication—and these chat platforms are 
increasingly being used for financial transactions. 

WhatsApp is the global leader, with 1.6 billion monthly active users across 180 
countries. Facebook Messenger is a close second, with 1.3 billion monthly active 
users. In China, WeChat now boasts more than 1 billion users. 

Roughly 2.5 billion 
people access the 
internet through 
smartphones.

Skype - 300 million

Snapchat - 287 million

Telegram - 200 million

QQ Mobile - 807 million

Facebook Messenger - 1.3 billion

WhatsApp - 1.6 billion

Viber - 260 million

WeChat - 1.0 billion

Monthly Active Users
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WeChat is one of the most illustrative stories of chat commerce at work at scale. 
WeChat enables payments and is wildly popular. 

The WeChat mobile payment feature, WeChat Pay, enables people to 
use WeChat to exchange funds. Business Insider has reported that 
more than 900 million people use WeChat Pay each month—nearly 
three times the total population of the United States. 

One of the most dynamic uses of WeChat Pay lies in in-chat purchases, 
the bedrock of the chat economy.

As of 2019, WeChat recorded more than 1 billion commercial transactions on 
WeChat Pay per day. Seventy-two million businesses are currently registered to 
WeChat Pay, 50 million of these are monthly active merchants. 

Chat commerce is already a titanic revenue opportunity for businesses in China and 
it portends a future of billions of daily financial transactions through chat around  
the world.

1 000 000 000+
More than 1B commercial transactions per day 

72M businesses registered to WeChat Pay
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Chat versus Apps
The phrase, “There’s an app for that” was born in 2009 as part of an iPhone commercial to describe the 
strong growth of the app ecosystem in the App Store. And 11 years later, this phrase—which has risen to 
meme status—is as true as ever. As of early 2020, there were nearly 5 million apps available on the Android 
Play and Apple App stores. The average person has between 60 and 90 apps installed on the smartphone. 
The majority of Enterprise businesses and many SMBs employ branded apps to help their customers do 
business with them and to support service, support and other aspects of their business. 

According to Forrester, each of the six largest banks in the U.S. have an average of 14 different Android 
apps and 15 different iPhone apps.

However, as ubiquitous as apps have now become, most people only use just a handful of them on a regular 
basis. The average smartphone user spends 2 hours and 15 minutes each day using apps, but just three 
apps make up spend three-quarters of that time. Business realize that the odds those three include one 
of their apps is pretty unlikely.

60 to 90
installed apps  

per phone

5 000  000
apps available  
for download

Average of  
2 hours and 15 

minutes spent on 
apps per day

4
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Source: https://www.statista.com/chart/3835/top-10-app-usage/

App Users Spend 77% of Their Time on Their Top 3 Apps 
Percentage of individuals’ app usage spent on each user’s personal top 10 apps

Average # of apps  
used per month

25

Individuals’ top ranked apps by usage
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11+

96%
of time is spent on 

top 10 apps 
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Every app that a company creates and 
operates requires frequent and timely bug 
fixes, Q/A testing, and updating. Most experts 
recommend monthly app updates to ensure 
proper usability, but apps that are integral to 
business may need to be updated and maintained 
weekly. 

Apps also need to be marketed so that people download and 
use them, a variable cost that requires hard-dollar spending and 
man hours. Without extensive exposure and buy-in from users of 
these one-off apps, they can quickly become irrelevant. While apps 
have been a fixture of digital business strategy for more than a decade, 
the large number of available apps, coupled with their cost in development 
time and maintenance man-hours and dedicated, highly specialized staffing or 
outsources are leading businesses to look for other technology tools to help support 
the customer experience. 

Chat portends a future where people can use apps in similar ways that they do today, 
or they could engage in chat conversations and transactions instead. Businesses 
may consider using apps and chats as complimentary solutions to provide their 
customers with added flexibility and convenience or they could choose to use chat 
as a primary customer service solution if chat provides better solution support than 
their app. Businesses deploying both solutions can measure usage and success by 
the metrics and add more functionality and support to the tool that is providing the 
most real value to their customers. 

Every app that a 
company creates 
and operates 
requires frequent 
and timely bug fixes, 
Q/A testing, and 
updating.
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As chat gains marketplace 
momentum, it will become  
the default for service,  
support and transactions.

This co-supported approach has already been utilized to great success in 
the ride hailing industry. Uber, Grab, and Go-jek, all businesses that began as 
apps in their own right, added chat as key features of their to enable enhanced 
convenience, support and functionality for their users. Examples of businesses 
using apps and chat together are now found in every vertical as companies 
with a “customer first” focus race to provide experiences that make customers 
choose them over less user-friendly rivals. 

As chat gains marketplace momentum, chat will become the default for service, 
support, and transactions and apps will become legacy technology too costly 
and inefficient to rebuild annually or bi-annually, support with dedicated app 
engineering staff, and constantly debug and update.
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Chat Commerce: The Evolution 
of Customer Experience
Customer experience has become the keystone of any modern business 
strategy. Understanding how customers research, shop and buy, how they 
consume information and how they expect to be supported and serviced, is 
business critical. Just as brands once served as a major business differentiator, 
the brand now is extended to include every customer touchpoint. How a 
business makes customers feel, how they respond to questions and empower 
them, and how they present innovation across their business now are elements 
of the brand promise.

Organizations that follow traditional 
courses of thinking and make customer 
experience missteps can expect a decline 
in revenue and customer loyalty.

Organizations that follow traditional courses of thinking and make customer 
experience missteps can expect a decline in revenue and customer loyalty. 
Customers expect immediacy in mobile browsing and shopping, convenience 
across every step of the customer journey, free shipping—the list goes on. 
Getting customer experience right means profitability and prosperity. Getting it 
wrong can quickly lead to decline and decay.
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Chat commerce and customer experience are linked in an indelible way. Chat 
commerce tools put the customer in the driver’s seat, allowing for convenience, 
flexibility, and simplicity. 

Customer experience is more important than ever in winning—and keeping—
customers. Research by Facebook indicates that 35 percent of customers using 
chat to engage with businesses like getting instant responses at any time via 
chat, 33 percent view it as an easy way to shop, and 45 percent of people used 
chat to get product and pricing information from businesses. 

Facebook has also published research that among people who message 
businesses, the majority indicate that messaging helps them feel more confident 
about the brand.

45%
use chat to get product 
and pricing information 

33% 
view it as an easy way to 

shop

35%
use chat to engage with 

businesses
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Following are some other important stats to consider when judging the 
primacy of not only customer experience, but of chat commerce as a key 
driver in improved customer experience:

By 2020, more than 40 percent of all data analytics projects will involve 
customer experience.

Nearly half of all companies say improving customer experience and 
customer satisfaction were the leading influences to start a digital 
transformation.

Companies with the strongest omnichannel experiences retain  
89 percent of their customers on average, compared to 33 percent 
retention for companies with weak omnichannel customer experience.

92 percent of customers are satisfied using live chat services, making it 
the support channel that leads to the highest customer satisfaction.

Companies that earn $1 billion a year earn an additional $700 million 
over three years by investing in customer experience. 
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In short, the convenience, simplicity, 
and value to a bank using chat commerce 
solutions far and away exceeds that of 
an app.
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Use Case: Absa 
Financial services presents one of the most immediate and 
impactful use cases for chat commerce solutions to provide value, 
improve customer relationships, and deliver business innovation.

The nature of today’s banking landscape demands that companies 
compete with convenience and customer experience at the 
forefront of the customer value proposition. Simply having more 
branches is not an advantage to people who prefer to always use 
mobile devices for banking. 

Many banks have invested in developing downloadable apps. 
We have addressed the pros and cons of app development, 
deployment, and updating earlier in this ebook. In short, the 
convenience, simplicity, and value to a bank using chat commerce 
solutions far and away exceeds that of an app. 
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To understand the remarkable simplicity of chat commerce, consider just one 
experience that is common to chat commerce. 

A customer needs to check her balance. She sends a message to their bank through 
WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger or, soon, Apple Business chat—all convenient 
and preeminently secure. The bank instantaneously answers the query. This can be 
done for any inquiry or banking transaction—including payments, money transfers 
or other banking features. 

This is a more simple, convenient and high-frequency, high-trust interaction than 
any communication or transaction service on the planet. Clickatell helped Absa 
create the world’s first deployment of WhatsApp for chat commerce and chat 
banking. This pioneering approach to banking allowed Absa to provide a chat 
commerce solution directly through WhatsApp, enabling customers to perform a 
range of transactions without ever leaving the WhatsApp platform.

This pioneering 
approach to 
banking allowed 
Absa to provide a 
chat commerce  
solution directly 
through WhatsApp.

Today

Absa
Online

09:37

Hi. I want to pay John R2800.
9:35 AM   

Today

Absa
Online

09:37

Which account would you like to 
pay from?
1. xxxx-1005
2. xxxx-1523 9:35 AM

Hi. I want to pay John R2800.
9:35 AM   

Today

Absa
Online

09:37

Which account would you like to 
pay from?
1. xxxx-1005
2. xxxx-1523 9:35 AM

2
9:35 AM   

Hi. I want to pay John R2800.
9:35 AM   

Today

Absa
Online

09:37

Which account would you like to 
pay from?
1. xxxx-1005
2. xxxx-1523 9:35 AM

2
9:35 AM   

R2800 paid to John. 9:35 AM

Hi. I want to pay John R2800.
9:35 AM   
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Since Clickatell deployed chat commerce for Absa in 2018, more than
                       customers have registered for the service.

$1000.00 deposited into account 
ending 3262 by Patrick.

$109.29 paid to James.

Credit card balance $1983.05
Please pay Ingrid rent.

Debit order order of $299.00 
paid to Silva Consultants CC.

Since Clickatell deployed chat commerce for Absa in 2018, more than 100,000 
customers have registered for the service and gained access to easy, real-time 
account updates, chat payments and the purchase of products using WhatsApp. 
Customers’ bank accounts are securely and easily connected to their WhatsApp 
account and can be setup upon creation of a new account or for existing banking 
customers. 

The following graphic outlines the simplicity and functionality of a typical chat 
commerce deployment for a financial services institution.

100 000
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Clickatell/Connect case study: WA channel enablement - Absa 
Absa South Africa - Chat Banking and Transactional Activities

Hi Richard. What would you like 
to do?
Pay bill
What would you like to pay?
1. Credit card
2. Pay third party
3. Pay utilities bill

Today

Hi.
9:35 AM   

Hi Richard. What would you like 
to do?
1. Pay credit card bill
2. Pay 3rd party bill
3. Chat to an agent

9:35 AM

1
9:35 AM   

Your credit card balance is 
R2,590.09 9:35 AM

Full
9:35 AM   

Absa
Online

09:37

Pay full or partial amount? 9:35 AM

Paying from which account?
1. xxxx-3369
2. xxxx-4209 9:35 AM

2
9:35 AM   

Use cases
1. Conduct frequently used personal banking functions

2. Purchase airtime and data direclty from bank account

Total  
Messages

6.64M
 
 

Total  
Reach 

208,017  
unique users

Monthly 
Base

20K - 30K  
active users

Delivery 
Rate

99.3%

Read  
Rate

93.4%

Metrics

How it works:
Customer begins chat with Absa on WhatsApp. Messages are routed through Connect 
to Absa.

Automated menu guides customer through frequently used tasks including purchases.

Customer types in shortcuts, keywords or men number to purchase airtime or data.

Response from Absa are routed back to the customers. Absa receives sent, received, 
read reports from connect. 
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Conclusion
Digital transformation is changing the paradigm for how consumers 
communicate, interact, and make purchases. Just as eCommerce and Social 
Media created massive revenue opportunities for businesses with the 
foresight to become innovation leaders, chat commerce will create winners 
and losers as chat becomes a prominent, high-volume channel for buying 
and selling goods and services. 

Consumers now spend 90 percent of their time on 5 mobile apps, with the 
top slot belonging to their favorite chat app. Successful companies will use 
this new consumer landscape to shape buying behavior and to connect, 
interact, and transact with their customers—getting a coveted place in 
their customers’ address books and providing the same level of  ease and 
convenience as a chat interaction with their friends and family.

Chat commerce 
will create winners 
and losers.
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$$$ ⚡ ⚡ ⚡

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ $

A recent global survey from Facebook showed 71 percent expect companies to com 
municate with them in real-time—and 73 percent expect companies to understand 
their needs and expectations. Customers expect that businesses can meet their 
needs quickly, easily and safely, from anywhere using any device they choose.

Chat commerce lets customers engage with a business through chat. Chat 
commerce gives your modern, mobile-first and mobile-always customers what 
they want—24/7 instant access to customer support, account management, and 
transaction services—using the chat apps they use every day to communicate with 
family and friends. 

When a business offers this ability, conversations with the company’s brand occupy 
the same familiar space as conversations with their customer’s mother. No other 
communication and transaction platform provides this level of personal connection 
and convenience. 

73%  
expect companies to 
understand their needs 
and expectations

71% 
expect companies to 
com municate with 
them in real-time
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Chat commerce is proliferating around the globe. 

In China, 50 percent of WeChat users make in-chat purchases. More than 1 billion 
commercial transactions are completed on WeChat Pay every day. 

There are more than 72 million businesses registered to WeChat Pay and more 
than 50 million monthly active merchants on the chat platform. The technology is 
mature and being tested, used, and deployed at a quickening pace by a variety of 
chat platforms and thousands of businesses around the world. 

The time to invest in chat commerce is here.

   WhatsApp

   Facebook

   Apple Business

   WeChat

   Other

Mobile Commerce Adoption in Emerging Markets

India   44%  Kenya   43%

Thailand  42% Singapore 42%

Nigeria   55% South Africa 44%

Vietnam  43% Hong Kong 42%
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Contact us today to learn more about our chat commerce solutions  
and schedule a live demo today.

As the leading chat commerce as a platform offering in the world, we welcome the opportunity to help enable 
your business to enter the chat commerce space.  

Clickatell powers more than 10 billion messages sent globally each year and more than 350 million commerce 
transactions for our customers. Our platforms and solutions help brands reach more than 90 percent of the 
world’s population, across more than 1,000 mobile network providers and multiple mobile channels. We have 
earned the trust of thousands of global customers through 20 years of experience in the space, creating the 

category, and partnering with the largest chat platforms in the world. 

Clickatell offers the fastest-to-market and most cost-effective chat commerce solution by leveraging 
a business’s existing enterprise infrastructure and digital assets. Through our innovative low, no code 
orchestration layer, we can help even the largest most complex banks and brands to launch chat self-serve and 

chat commerce experiences in weeks.

It is our vision to bring chat commerce to businesses and consumers everywhere.
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